A model of spatially evolving herpesvirus epidemics causing mass mortality in Australian pilchard \textit{Sardinops sagax}
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ABSTRACT: In 1995 mass mortality of pilchards \textit{Sardinops sagax} occurred along $>$5000 km of Australian coast; similar events occurred in 1998/99. This mortality was closely associated with a herpesvirus. The pilchard is an important food source for larger animals and supports commercial fisheries. Both epidemics originated in South Australian waters and spread as waves with velocities of 10 to 40 km d$^{-1}$. Velocity was constant for a single wave, but varied between the epidemics and between the east- and west-bound waves in each epidemic. The pattern of mortality evolved from recurrent episodes to a single peak with distance from the origin. A 1-dimensional model of these epidemics has been developed. The host population is divided into susceptible, infected and latent, infectious, and removed (recovered and dead) phases; the latent and infectious periods are of fixed duration. This model produces the mortality patterns observed locally and during the spread and evolution of the epidemic. It is consistent with evidence from pathology. The wave velocity is sensitive to diffusion coefficients, viral transmission rates and latent period. These parameters are constrained using the local and large-scale patterns of epidemic spread. The relative roles of these parameters in explaining differences between epidemics and between east- and west-bound waves within epidemics are discussed. The model predicts very high levels of infection, indicating that many surviving pilchards recovered following infection. Control appears impracticable once epidemics are initiated, but impact can be minimised by protecting juvenile stocks.
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INTRODUCTION

Mass mortalities due to epidemic disease can be spectacular and powerful phenomena that can suddenly disrupt the functioning of ecosystems and damage biodiversity (Daszak et al. 2000). Such mass mortalities are reported with increasing frequency and affect a wide variety of marine organisms, ranging from algae to mammals (Harvell et al. 1999). Economic losses due to emerging marine epidemic diseases may also be very large, particularly in aquaculture (Hill 2002), and diseases also interact with wild-capture fisheries (Dobson & May 1987). It is therefore of great value to understand the processes that drive these epidemics, particularly epidemics of emerging diseases. Here we describe a detailed model of the spread in Australian waters of a particularly spectacular epidemic disease that caused mass mortality of pilchards, a fish of considerable ecological and economic significance.

In March 1995 vast numbers of dead pilchards \textit{Sardinops sagax} started to wash up on beaches along the central South Australian coast (Whittington et al. 1997). Over the next 3 mo, mass mortalities spread west and east to cover over 5000 km of temperate and subtropical coastline, the entire Australian range of
this species. The mortality occurred as a locally short-lived outbreak, forming waves that travelled at very high and near-constant velocities. Mortality also occurred from June in New Zealand (Smith 1995). The outbreak was unprecedented in scale for an observed epidemic (Gaut 2001), although Californian sedimentary records imply collapses have occurred over the centuries (Baumgartner et al. 1992). The scale of mortality provided a generally clear picture of the spread of the epidemic.

In November 1998 a second occurrence of such mass mortality events began (Gaughan et al. 2000). Mortality spread over the same area, again starting in South Australia, but at about half the velocity of 1995. Hence this epidemic lasted for over 6 mo, although again the duration at most localities was brief. On this occasion New Zealand was not affected. Mortality, however, was probably even greater than during the 1995 epidemic.

No features of the physical environment (Griffin et al. 1997) or unusual or toxic algae (Fletcher et al. 1997) were associated with the 1995 mass mortality events. There is also no evidence of any environmental linkage in 1998/99. The only common feature of the mortality events was herpesvirus in lesions of the gills of sick fish up to 4 d before mortality occurred (Whittington et al. 1997). Only pilchards were affected, other tested fish proving negative to herpesvirus (Gaut 2001), and only indirect impacts on other animals were recorded (Dann et al. 2000). The virus has not been successfully transmitted experimentally (Gaut 2001, B. Jones unpubl. data), and so Koch’s postulates have not formally been fulfilled. This is not unusual for diseases of wild fish, even in well studied species like salmon (Bakke & Harris 1998). The pattern of pilchard mortality was that of the classical epidemic, and other hypotheses that have been investigated have been rejected (Fletcher et al. 1997, Griffin et al. 1997). The virus plays a direct role in the mortality of pilchards, although other factors may influence the level of mortality.

The epidemic spread with a remarkably high velocity; speeds varied between the 1995 and 1998/99 epidemics and between the east- and west-bound waves within these epidemics, but velocity was near constant within such a wave. In 1995, the east-bound epidemic wave travelled at nearly 40 km d⁻¹; other waves travelled at lesser but still impressive (>10 km d⁻¹) speeds. The upper velocities begin to approach the pilchards’ swimming speed; required diffusion coefficients can, however, be generated by pilchard swimming behaviour (see Murray et al. 2001a).

The pattern of mortality evolved as the epidemics matured; the pattern and its evolution were similar for both epidemics. Initially mortality events occurred repeatedly in and around the position of the first outbreak in South Australia. Later, a single distinct mortality wave developed with the mortality at any one location occurring over, at most, a few days.

The pilchard is an abundant fish in temperate Australian shelf waters (Fig. 1). Being planktivorous it forms a critical link in the food chain, consuming both phytoplankton and zooplankton (Van der Lingen

---

**Fig. 1. Sardinops sagax.** Map of the distribution of the pilchard in Australian waters (after Fletcher et al. 1997). Also shown are the locations where mortality was first detected in the 1995 (western Eyre Peninsula) and 1998/99 (Spencer Gulf) epidemics.

**Fig. 2. Sardinops sagax.** Location of recorded mortality versus time in 1995. Location is the minimum distance travelled from the western Eyre Peninsula, the point of origin of the 1995 epidemic. Derived from data supplied by CSIRO. x-axis labels are at 4 wk intervals.
1998), and itself being food for a large range of other fish, birds and mammals (Gaughan et al. 2000). Pilchards also support local fisheries in the states of Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia (Fletcher 1992, Neira et al. 1999); economic damage to fisheries of the 1995 epidemic has been estimated as A$12 M (Daszak et al. 2000). The epidemic therefore has important ecological and economic implications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A model of the epidemic. Modelling is a powerful means of analysing the epidemiology of diseases (Anderson & May 1979), allowing determination of the mechanisms behind the spread of mortality and analysis of potential control strategies. Modelling requires good data to validate the model developed.

Data. The most useful data sets that are available for the purpose of modelling consist of the reports of the time and locations of mass mortality events of pilchards. Off Australia the pilchard is largely restricted to the coastal shelf, which is narrow relative to its length, so their distribution is essentially 1-dimensional (Fig. 1). This enabled distance travelled by the epidemic from its origin to be calculated. Distances were found from the minimum marine distances between neighbouring mass mortality events, which were summed to give the total distance from the point of origin. Earlier analysis looked at the absolute distance from the origin (Murray 2001a); when the epidemic waves were not travelling due east or west, estimates of distance became distorted, and hence this method was not used to estimate wave speed. Plots of time versus distance from the origin for mortality reported during the 1995 (Fig. 2) and 1998/99 epidemics (Fig. 3) are presented.

The epidemics spread at a remarkably constant rate and showed very little scatter about the regression line, demonstrating both the constant speed of the front and the brief local duration of mortality. Velocities of east- and west-bound waves of an epidemic differed. We estimated the 1995 wave velocities as 36 km d–1 east-bound and 22 km d–1 west-bound (Murray et al. 2000). The 1998/99 epidemic showed wave velocities of 20 and 10.7 km d–1 east- and west-bound, respectively. However there is more uncertainty in the east-bound wave’s velocity in this case because the epidemic disappeared, only to reappear off northern New South Wales and southern Tasmania, respectively, 100s of km north-east and south-east of the previous report in Victoria.

The pattern of persistence of mortality evolved as the epidemic matured. Mortality persisted, or recurred, at the point of origin for a period of weeks. However, in the mature epidemic, persistence was for a few days or less. We illustrate this change by plotting the time between the first and last records of mortality along 250 km stretches of coast (Fig. 4). The duration in any one area, in 1995, declines from about 30 d at the origin to around 5 d at greater distances from the origin: more formally persistence is 69.6 to 8.41 ln (km from origin) d, r² = 0.86. Since the mature epidemic is travelling at about 30 km d–1, the persistence at distance is due to the passage of the wave across 250 km. The 1998/99 epidemic follows a similar evolutionary pattern to 1995. But the relative change in wave speed was less (34.6 to 11.4 ln [km from origin], r² = 0.34) because the wave travelled less rapidly, leading to
longer persistence of mortality at a distance from the origin. Also, the east-bound wave was only intermittently detectable after the eastern Bass Strait, some 1400 km from the origin (Fig. 3), leading to fewer data being available at distance from the origin.

An example of the local pattern of mortality under the mature wave is that obtained from reports of dead pilchards in the south-eastern area of Tasmania (Fig. 5). We see that 50% of all reports applied to a single day and that, with 1 exception, the mortality was only reported over a 5 d period.

Pathology provided further data. Pilchards developed lesions up to 4 d before deaths occurred (Whittington et al. 1997). These lesions changed in character as the time of mortality approached, so the gap between lesions occurring and mortality is not some artefact caused by undetected low initial levels of mortality. The pilchards only exhibited signs of stress a few minutes before dying (Whittington et al. 1997) allowing infected and uninfected fish to school together. A related observation was a large decline between 1995 and 1998/99 in the number of lesions in the gills of dying fish (AAHL 1999). This indicates a decline in viral release and hence in the viruses available for transmission to new hosts; this observation is important in itself and as a reminder that the details of the infection (and hence model parameters) are not necessarily constant.

Data on pilchard movements have also been used to constrain the diffusion coefficient (Murray et al. 2000, 2001a). We used this data to show that fish movement was capable of producing diffusion coefficients that are consistent with the observed passage of the epidemic. We have excluded vectors from the modelling (see ‘Discussion’).

More detailed descriptions of these and other data that were used in parameter derivation, and in the process of model development and validation, are provided in Murray et al. (2000).

**The model.** We have already used simple models to analyse the epidemic’s basic properties (Murray et al. 2001a). The models used are based on the approach of Anderson & May (1979). We divide the population up into susceptible (S), infected but latent (E), infected and infectious (I), and removed (R) components. The last group, R, includes both the recovered (immune) and dead fractions of the pilchard population. The fate of R is unimportant to the propagation of the epidemic, but obviously controls the epidemic’s longer-term impacts.

Simple models, with continuous turnover, fail to fully describe the development of the disease following infection. Viral-filled lesions appeared up to 4 d prior to the occurrence of mortality (Whittington et al. 1997). Infection cannot have occurred after the lesions formed and may have occurred even earlier. Under the simple models mortality starts to occur immediately following infection (Murray et al. 2001a). This is not realistic; following infection a pathogen’s numbers must take time to build up before it can spread to other hosts or kill its existing host.

The simple model also rapidly and smoothly produces an infection with a single peak of mortality and does not show the evolution from the recurrent mortality observed near the origin to the single short-lived peak that is observed at greater distances from the origin.

We therefore have developed a model that does have these properties. The model is base on fixed durations, rather than turnover rates, of the stages of the epidemic. This approach has been used to model the outbreak of disease in populations of moths (Dwyer & Elkington 1993).

The model was implemented in a 1-dimensional spatial structure, taking advantage of the essentially linear distribution of the Australian pilchard (Fig. 1). Equations used the well established form of the diffusion equation (Fisher 1932, Murray et al. 2001a), with dispersal depending upon a diffusion coefficient, $D$, and the gradient in variable concentration. See Table 1 for all abbreviation definitions.

The partial differential equations, including the spatial component, are:

$$\frac{\partial S}{\partial t} = -\beta IS + D \frac{\partial^2 S}{\partial x^2}$$

(1)

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial t} = \beta IS + X_{st-b} - X_{st-c} + D \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial x^2}$$

(2)

$$\frac{\partial I}{\partial t} = X_{st-b} - X_{st-c} + D \frac{\partial^2 I}{\partial x^2}$$

(3)

$$\frac{\partial R}{\partial t} = X_{st-c} + D \frac{\partial^2 R}{\partial x^2}$$

(4)

Fig. 5. Dates for which dead pilchards *Sardinops sagax* were reported by the public in south-eastern Tasmania in January 1999. Data supplied by Tasmanian Department of Primary Industry.
Once infection occurs the fate of the infected individuals is fixed (Fig. 6). Fish in the latent phase of infection \((E)\) persist in that state for \(b\) days, while the infectious phase \(I\) is occupied for \(c-b\) days, after this they either recover or die. In the absence of diffusion \((D = 0)\) the value of \(X\) in Eqs. (1) to (4) depends simply upon the values of \(I\) and \(S\) at location \(x\) at a time \(\tau\) before the present time \(t\). (Eq. 5a). However, with diffusion the number of individuals at location \(x\) that were infected at time \(\tau\) is analytically complicated because of the movements of fish following infection (Eq. 5b).

\[
X_{x,\tau} = \beta I_{x,\tau} S_{x,\tau} \quad (5a)
\]

\[
X_{x,\tau} = \frac{-[(\chi - \gamma)^2]}{2\pi D (\tau - \gamma)} I_{x,\tau} S_{x,\tau,\gamma} \quad (5b)
\]

Fortunately Eq. (5b) is not solved explicitly; it emerges implicitly as a result of the solution of diffusion of \(E\) and \(I\)-phase individuals during the maturation of infection. Numerical issues involved in the implementation of this model are discussed elsewhere (Murray et al. 2000, 2001b).

Modellred viral transmission is proportional to the product of the densities of infectious and susceptible individuals in the population \((\beta IS)\). This is a standard approach in epidemiology (Anderson & May 1979). Because population density plays only a small role in determining wave velocity (see 'Results: Wave velocities and density-independent'), and populations did not differ much between 1995 and 1998/99 (Ward et al. 2001b), we cannot distinguish between a density-dependent \((\beta IS)\) and density-independent \((\beta I[S+I-R])\) models (Murray et al. 2000). Actual transmission reflects the mixing of fish between and within schools (Murray et al. 2001b).

The appropriate form of the diffusion equation for large-scale dispersion in this model is discussed elsewhere by Murray et al. (2001a).

To aid analysis we have developed an analytical method of deriving the mature epidemic’s wave velocity for a version of the model with a fixed latent period length (O’Callaghan & Murray 2002). This method has also been shown to apply to models with fixed infectious-period length in the region of parameter space appropriate for these epidemics (Murray et al. 2000).

## RESULTS

**Wave velocities’ parameter sensitivity**

The velocity of the epidemic’s spread is the best-characterised property of the epidemic and so the most profitable area for analysis. We have used both the dynamic model discussed above and its analytical solution (O’Callaghan & Murray 2002) to map sensitivity of the wave velocity to parameters. Like the wave velocity of rabies in models that incorporate a latent period (Yachi et al. 1989), the wave velocity under this model is dependent upon the diffusion coefficient, transmission rate, population density and latent-period length (O’Callaghan & Murray, 2002). The exact parameter sensitivity does differ from the continuous turnover model (Fig. 7a,b,c).

The model exhibits least sensitivity to the infection transmission rate \(\beta\), provided that this is >1 d^{-1}. As will be discussed, high transmission rates are required to reproduce the observed peak of mortality (Fig. 5). In spite of the lack of sensitivity of wave speed to this parameter, it may have varied by orders of magnitude, and so could have changed wave velocity between epidemics. A major reduction in lesion frequency in

### Table 1. Parameters and variables used in the models. Note that pilchard *Sardinops sagax* hosts are normalised to a standard population density such that \(n = 1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient</td>
<td>km² d⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>Transmission rate</td>
<td>(host)⁻¹ d⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>Length of latent period (E)</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>Total length of infection ((E\ and\ I))</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c-b)</td>
<td>Length of infectious phase (I)</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau)</td>
<td>A time before ((t-b\ or\ t-c))</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_{x,\tau})</td>
<td>Infection at (y) after time (t)</td>
<td>Hosts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Variables**

| \(S\) | Susceptible hosts | Hosts |
| \(E\) | Latent hosts | Hosts |
| \(I\) | Infectious hosts | Hosts |
| \(R\) | Removed hosts (recovered + dead) | Hosts |
infected fish between 1995 and 1998 (AAHL 1999) argues for substantial change in $\beta$.

Wave speed responds with similar weakness to changes in population density. Biomass changed relatively little between the epidemics (Murray & Gaughan 2003) and so differences in population sizes did not play a significant role in the differences between epidemics.

The wave velocity is shown to be proportional to the square root of diffusion — as are epidemic wave velocities generated by simpler models (Murray et al. 2001a), or indeed the Fisher equation (Fisher 1932). We have estimated limits to this parameter with reference to observed pilchard behaviour (Murray et al. 2001a). Values of up to 1000 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ are possible and values of 100 to 400 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ are easily generated, based on observed pilchard speeds and behaviour. Much higher values can be generated by bird-based dispersal, but we later show that values greater than about 200 to 400 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ are inconsistent with the epidemic's behaviour.

The third parameter controlling the wave's velocity is the length of the latent period. The wave speed varies with the inverse square root of latent-period length. This is a far greater sensitivity than in the continuous turnover version of the model, whose wave speed varies with the inverse 4th root of period length (Yachi et al. 1989).

A maximum diffusion coefficient value

In the mature wave, mortality persists for only a very short period at any given location (Figs. 4 & 5). This rapid turnover requires that the production of new infections locally plays a large role relative to dispersion in the progress of the epidemic wave. If diffusion plays too a large role, the wave becomes elongated and that means the mortality occurs over a long period at any given location. Using the observed short duration of local mortality we can constrain $D$ for the observed epidemic waves’ velocities.

We use a wave velocity of 40 km d$^{-1}$ to approximate the east-bound 1995 wave, 20 km d$^{-1}$ for the west-bound 1995 and east-bound 1998/99 waves, and 10 km d$^{-1}$ for the west-bound 1998/99 wave. For 2 given values of the 3 critical parameters ($\beta$, $b$ and $D$), we can calculate the third to produce this wave velocity. We then solve the model numerically and sample output at 1500 km to allow the mature wave to form (the model was also sampled at 500 and 1000 km to ensure the wave had matured).

For a fixed diffusion coefficient of 200 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$, the model is used to generate a wave velocity of 40 km d$^{-1}$ for
latent periods of 1, 2, 3 and 4 d by selecting appropriate infection rates (Fig. 8). The wave shape does not vary with latent period length because for a given value of $D$ the slope of the spatial gradient in $I$ must be constant if the wave velocity is to be kept constant. Hence the shape of the wave of infection is similar for a particular wave velocity at a given $D$, regardless of the other parameters.

If the diffusion coefficient is altered, while holding the latent period at 1 d and maintaining the wave velocity, again by altering $\beta$ (Fig. 9), the shape of the wave changes substantially: as $D$ increases the wave becomes more elongated. Instead of a peak of 1 or 2 d of relatively high mortality, several days of very similar levels of mortality occur. When $D = 50$ km$^2$ d$^{-1}$, most mortality occurs in 1 d and 80% occurs over a 2 d period. As $D$ increases from 100 to 200 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$, the period over which 80% mortality occurs rises from about 3 to 4 d and 50% of mortality still occurs in less than 2 d, which is still consistent with observations (Fig. 5). However when $D = 400$ km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ mortality is spread over several days, and this is inconsistent with observations.

The 1995 west-bound wave and the 1998/99 east-bound wave travelled at about 20 km d$^{-1}$. This is consistent with $D < 150$ km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ (Murray et al. 2000). The west-bound wave in 1998/99 travelled at a little over 10 km d$^{-1}$, this is consistent with $D$ of up to only about 30 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ (Murray et al. 2000). These $D$ values can easily be generated by fish swimming patterns and without recourse to vectors (Murray et al. 2001a).

**Diffusion coefficient and latent period co-constraints**

As infection transmission rate becomes large, the epidemic wave velocity ceases to respond to further increases in this parameter (Fig. 7a). Thus wave velocity becomes effectively a function only of diffusion coefficient and latent period. From this, for a given diffusion coefficient $D$ and epidemic wave velocity, there is a given latent period. Since we have a maximum $D$ value, there is also a maximum latent period.

We present results for the 40 km d$^{-1}$ wave velocity (Fig. 10). We have established that maximum $D$ is 200 to $400$ km$^2$ d$^{-1}$, which gives a maximum latent period of about 4 to $< 8$ d as $\beta$ becomes large. Similar analysis (Murray et al. 2000) found latent periods of up to about 8 d are compatible with the 20 km d$^{-1}$ wave and of 12 d with the 10 km d$^{-1}$ wave. If a 4 d latent period applies to all the waves then $D = 50$ and 12.5 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ for the 20 and 10 km d$^{-1}$ waves respectively.
spread during the infectious period before the first outbreak of mortality. Mortality ceases during the latent period while these new infections develop, then a second period of mortality occurs. This leads to a second round of infection, and so on. If the latent period is short, then the mortality events overlap and so the mortality occurs as a single peak. This evolution is illustrated using the mortality occurring at the epidemic’s origin, 500 km from the origin and 1000 km from the origin under models with 1 and 5 d latent periods (Fig. 11). In the former there are only small differences between the epidemic waves at these locations; in the latter the epidemic evolves from initial multiple outbreaks to an increasingly coalesced single wave.

Unlike the behaviour of the mature wave, wave evolution depends upon initial conditions. A moderately large initial infection is required; otherwise multiple infection cycles may occur before mortality becomes apparent. These repeated infection cycles lead to the waves coalescing before being detected.

**Infection and mortality**

Estimates of mortality due to the 1995 epidemic vary from 10 to 15% of the population in Western Australia (Fletcher et al. 1997) to 60% in South Australia (Ward et al. 2001b). Mortality estimates for 1998/99 are again of ca. 60 to 70% (Gaughan et al. 2000). However, the model runs produce infection levels that are over 90% and often approaching 100% for reasonable parameter values (Table 2). A short infectious period of 1 d is used to give a conservatively low estimate of levels of infection; if the infectious period is longer than this, then infection levels may be even higher than in Table 2. The faster epidemic waves of 1995 produce higher modelled levels of overall infection, but show less mortality than in 1998/99. This difference between levels of infection and mortality means that a crucial factor in the impact of the epidemic is the fraction of the population that recovers from infection; avoidance of infection appears to account for a much lower proportion of the post-epidemic population.

Table 2 also shows how the rapid spread of infection requires that infection rate \( \beta \) be greater than 3 to 5 host\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\) under realistic diffusion coefficients and latent periods.

Viruses were either absent from all fish or were detected in a very high proportion (75 to 100%) of examined fish (Whittington et al. 1997). This pattern is consistent with the modelled infection, but sampling was limited and not systematic.

Only 10 out of 400 fish in sea cages survived the passage of the epidemic, a mortality rate of 97.5% (B. Jones unpubl. data). However, causes of mortality were not well characterised, so some of these fish could have died of secondary infection brought on by the stresses of being caged with dead pilchards. The surviving pilchards had lesions, indicating that they had survived, rather than avoided, infection.

**DISCUSSION**

**The model**

The pilchard herpesvirus epidemics were particularly suitable for modelling. The occur-
Table 2. Levels of infection of pilchard *Sardinops sagax* obtained under model conditions used to generate wave velocities of 10, 20 and 40 km d\(^{-1}\). Latent period is 4 d. Infectious period length is 1 d to minimise infection. Maximum values of *D* consistent with observed mortality patterns are shown in **bold**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10 km</th>
<th></th>
<th>20 km</th>
<th></th>
<th>40 km</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>D</em></td>
<td><strong>β</strong></td>
<td>Infection (%)</td>
<td><em>D</em></td>
<td><strong>β</strong></td>
<td>Infection (%)</td>
<td><em>D</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.58</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18.57</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>99.56</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>98.07</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>95.61</td>
<td><strong>150</strong></td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>90.53</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>81.22</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>81.14</td>
<td><strong>400</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R ence of mass mortality resulted in large numbers of bodies being washed onto beaches, which provided a clear indicator of the spread of the disease in space and time. These events were reported by the public even where no official system had been established. The short duration (or rapid passage) of mortality allowed the model to dispense with details of the pilchards’ life cycle such as recruitment or mortality due to predation. The distribution of the pilchards in the Australian coastal shelf meant that the spread was essentially 1-dimensional and the distance the epidemic had travelled from the origin to any mortality event (whose time could be recorded) was clear. The 2 epidemics spread in 2 directions giving 4 replicates, which allows investigation of the parameter sensitivity of the epidemic. Pilchard mortality occurred in stocks that were preparing to breed, had already bred, or were within the process of breeding within a single epidemic (Fletcher et al. 1997), and at all times of year without any apparent effect on that epidemic’s rate of propagation.

Spatial modelling has previously been successfully applied to only a few epidemics of wildlife. Examples are phocine distemper virus among seals (Swinton et al. 1998), whose bodies are relatively easily detected, and rabies whose human health and economic costs has led to collection of plentiful data suitable for spatial modelling, particularly of fox rabies (Yachi et al. 1989). Diseases have been modelled non-spatially in fish populations, both in general terms (Dobson & May 1987) and for specific diseases such as *Ichthyophonus* in herring (Paterson 1996). However, here we have had adequate data to develop and test a spatially explicit model of an epidemic in a commercially exploited wild fish population.

This model is one of several used to analyse the epidemic. We have used a similar model to look at spread at the school level (Murray et al. 2001b), and we have used simplified models for initial analysis of the epidemic and as a means of assessing the roles of basic processes (Murray et al. 2001a). We have also adapted this model to investigate the effects of more process formulations than can be covered here, e.g. non-linear transmission (Murray et al. 2000). A model of the population’s post-epidemic recovery has also been developed (Murray & Gaughan 2003). In other words, we do not seek to design an all inclusive model, but rather our models are designed to be appropriate to our various tasks and the available data.

An analytical means of deriving the velocity of the wave generated by the model has also been produced (O’Callaghan & Murray 2002). This is used for analysis of the wave velocity’s parameter sensitivity and to aid in the analysis process of the numerical model by ensuring that parameter combinations used will generate wave velocities that are consistent with observations.

Our approach differs from the standard model in our use of fixed-length latent and infectious periods. There are 3 sets of parameters that the model’s epidemic wave velocity shows sensitivity to. These are infection transmission rate (and population density), diffusion coefficient and latent period length. This is a similar pattern of parameter sensitivity of wave velocity to that obtained under continuous turnover models, such as rabies (Yachi et al. 1989), but differs in details of this sensitivity, particularly (not surprisingly) to the latent period to which the wave’s velocity sensitivity declines from a square-root to 4th-root relationship.

Vectors have been excluded from the model. To replicate the local development of the epidemic we must constrain the diffusion coefficient to a range of values (<400 km\(^2\) d\(^{-1}\)) that can be generated by pilchard swimming speeds and patterns (Murray et al. 2001a), i.e. a bird or other vector of transmission is not required. The slower wave speeds are only consistent with *D* < 30 km\(^2\) d\(^{-1}\). Negative PCR tests on seabird faeces (Gaut 2001) and a lack of transmission to juvenile pilchards (Whittington et al. 1997), which suggests mixing of fish between schools, is required for transmission (Murray et al. 2001b); both support this lack of a role for vectors. Patterns of spread do not fit those generated by anthropogenic vectors (Murray et al. 2002). Even if vectors are generally unimportant, it is possible that they played a role in the origin of the epi-
demics, as large numbers of seabirds were observed feeding on pilchards fed to caged tuna (Bayly 2002). Both epidemics originated in a relatively small area of South Australia, where caged tuna were fed on imported pilchards (Gaughan 2002). There was, however, some scatter in 1995 in the earliest reported 2 reports of mortality (Fig. 2). This could reflect oceanographic transport of dead fish before they washed ashore: with only 2 data points, chance may have played a role. The origin used in Figs. 2 & 3 does not affect the slope of the line at points distant from that origin, and therefore does not affect estimated wave speed. The point selected was approximately at the centre of the initial scatter for 1995, which also corresponds to where most subsequent events were reported over the next month, and is probably, therefore, the true point of origin. With less scatter in 1998 the point of origin was clearer.

We have used the patterns generated by the local and geographical development of the epidemic to develop constraints on parameter ranges and relationships. We have also used the evolution of the pattern of mortality to develop parameter constraints, particularly on the latent period for which experimental constraints are lacking.

The constraints on $D$ can be used to constrain the latent period length $b$ to a maximum of 4 to 12 d, depending upon the epidemic wave’s speed. The initial behaviour of the epidemic suggested $b > 2$ d. Tighter experimentally obtained constraints on this parameter would strongly constrain the model. Some fish must move the full distance of the epidemic’s spread during the latent period, at least 36 km d$^{-1} \times b$ (probably 150 to 200 km in 1995). However, if $\beta$ is large, only a small number of fish need move the full distance, a distance which pilchards are certainly capable of (Torres et al. 1984).

The infection rate $\beta$ is weakly constrained, being limited to values greater than about 3 to 5 host$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$. This means that during the initial development of the epidemic at a location, when most pilchards are still susceptible to infection ($S = 1$), the average infected fish infects at least 3 to 5 fish d$^{-1}$, and probably many more.

This model differs from continuous turnover models in that the epidemic evolves from recurrent events spread over weeks to a single locally short-lived event. This feature has not been described in other epidemics, possibly because epidemic behaviour at the point of origin is rarely so well documented as in this case. The evolution of the epidemic’s nature occurs because different cycles of infection and latency are discrete. This feature constrains the infectious period $(c-b)$ to a period less than the latent period $b$. In a less virulent epidemic, which required a larger number of cycles to develop to the point of causing detectable mortality, these cycles would merge before the mortality was even detected.

Koi carp Cyprinus carpio infected with koi herpesvirus have a histopathology almost identical to that of pilchard herpesvirus. The fish develop lethargy and nervous signs about 4 d post infection and die 3 to 4 d after onset of signs. Mortality following experimental bath infection is 80 to 100% (Hedrick et al. 2000). These data suggest that the parameters derived for pilchard herpesvirus from this model are not unreasonable.

**Differences between and within epidemics**

The wave velocities in the 2 epidemics, and between the east- and west-bound waves within epidemics, were different. Since the wave velocity is controlled by 3 parameters we can consider their relative roles to explain the observed differences.

Physical transport may have contributed to difference between east- and west-bound waves, but is unlikely to be the cause of difference between wave velocities in the different directions (Griffin et al. 1997, Murray et al. 2000). The south coast of Australia is swept by an east-bound current, and it is conceivable that a 10 km d$^{-1}$ east-bound current, together with a 30 km d$^{-1}$ epidemic wave, would give overall propagation of 20 km d$^{-1}$ west and 40 km d$^{-1}$ east, as observed in 1995. A 5 km d$^{-1}$ current and 15 km d$^{-1}$ wave would give the 10 and 20 km d$^{-1}$ waves of 1998/99. However, there are several problems with the idea that the wave was driven by eastward advection. This would imply that pilchards were constantly moving east, which could not be true indefinitely and does not accord even in the short term with localised populations (Yardin et al. 1998). It is possible that sick pilchards drifted east, while healthy ones did not, but pilchards were not observed to show behavioural changes until shortly before death (Whittington et al. 1997). The currents are highly variable (Griffin et al. 1997) and the epidemics propagated through storms (Fletcher et al. 1997); if there was passive drift, the regressions of epidemic spread would be expected to be much more variable than observed. Lack of variation within years is especially surprising if the current speed was a different constant during the 2 epidemics. The current along the east coast of Australia is south-bound, and therefore the eastward spread of mortality should slow down on reaching the east coast, yet there is no sign of this in the data (Griffin et al. 1997).

We may account for differences between waves by differences in behaviour of the pilchards in the west and the east. This can change $D$ by changing large-scale movements, but may also alter $\beta$ at the population level due to local changes in schooling (Murray et
al. 2001b). In the west, pilchards live in distinct populations in small regions (Edmonds & Fletcher 1997), meaning there is limited mixing and hence low diffusion coefficients. Off eastern Australia, pilchard migrated north to mate in winter (Ward & Staunton-Smith 2002) and so are far more mobile. Yardin et al. (1998) noted a high degree of mixing in south eastern pilchard stocks and their distribution varied with time (Neira et al. 1999). There are also regional differences in pilchard life spans, 6 yr in the east and 8 yr in the west (Fletcher 1992), which supports the concept of different pilchard lifestyles. The pattern of mortality was highly consistent in the west between epidemics (Murray et al. 2000), but in the east the location of mortality varied between epidemics, e.g. there was mortality on the north coast of Tasmania in 1995, but not 1998/99, which also argues for mobile fish stocks. In 1998/99 the epidemic was only irregularly apparent on the east coast. If dispersal were higher along that coast then the peak mortality could be reduced, leading to a lack of detection as scavengers removed bodies as quickly as they were produced. In other words, we are arguing that pilchards on the east coast behave differently from those on the west coast — this has implications for the locally appropriate scale of fisheries management.

Differences in population density between east and west could cause small differences in wave speed. However, sensitivity to population differences is very low and densities are likely to be higher in the west since most of the fisheries are in this area. The size of schools into which the population is subdivided may lead to differences in $\beta$ at the population level (Murray et al. 2001b). It is conceivable that the more mobile schools found in the east are larger than those in the west. We lack data on school sizes, but the weak sensitivity of wave speeds to this parameter means that there is unlikely to be any major effect of differences in local school sizes.

Transmission parameters $\beta$ or $b$ could change due to evolution of the pathogen. While viral evolution may be rapid (Ebert 1998), we would not expect major differences between 2 waves within an epidemic for this reason, given there is little variation within those waves.

Between the epidemics there is more time for viral evolution, and hence it is possible that the $\beta$ and $b$ parameters varied; the surviving fish may also be disease-resistant, which could further change these parameters’ values. Indeed it seems certain that $\beta$ did decrease given the far lower number of lesions present in gills of infected fish during the second epidemic (AAHL 1999). If $\beta$ alone changed, this could not account for the observed changes between the epidemics, because, for a given latent period and diffusion coefficient, the higher wave velocities (40 km d$^{-1}$) cannot be made consistent with the slowest (10 km d$^{-1}$) just by changing $\beta$. So the latent period must have increased, or the diffusion coefficient decreased, or both. We have no direct evidence on alteration of either parameter, but 1995 was the end of an El Niño and was associated with lower coastal productivity (Neira et al. 1999); hence it is possible pilchards had to forage over larger distances. Pilchards do move longer distances along the South American coast during El Niño years (Torres et al. 1984).

The model shows a role for changes in diffusion coefficients between, as well as within, the 2 epidemics. The maximum diffusion coefficient consistent with the 10 km d$^{-1}$ wave is 30 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$; if $D$ is 4 times this for the east-bound wave (as discussed for differences between waves in a single epidemic) we obtain $D = 120$ km$^2$ d$^{-1}$. We can see however, that this value of $D$ is only consistent with latent periods of up to 2 d duration if we use it to generate a 40 km d$^{-1}$ wave (Fig. 10). Lesions are already visible up to 4 d before mortality occurs (minimum length of infection), which means with a 2 d latent period the infectious period would be at least 2 d long. But the latent period should be longer than the total infectious period to generate appropriate initial epidemic patterns. Therefore $D$ must have been greater than 120 km$^2$ d$^{-1}$ in the east-bound wave in 1995. Hence $D$ differs between as well as within epidemics.

Modelling analysis of the epidemic gives us a new source of information on the nature of pilchard movements (Murray et al. 2001a, 2001b). It suggests that mixing is much stronger in the east than in the west and that the boundaries between local and regional populations are extremely porous. The easy mixing between populations does not lead to such strong genetic mixing because different populations have different locations and times of breeding, which leads to reproductive separation. The pattern is consistent with genetic evidence, which shows distinct but overlapping populations (Yardin et al. 1998), as does isotope evidence (Edmonds & Fletcher 1997). Differences in behaviour may be less if there is eastward advection, but this is unlikely to be a major factor in differences in epidemic spread (Griffin et al. 1997). This mixing pattern implies that specific fish stocks should define management areas, which should be managed in collaboration with neighbouring areas, and that a larger spatial scale for management may be needed in the east than in the west.

**Impact and mitigation of the epidemics**

Mortality levels were typically estimated at 60 to 75% of the population (Gaughan et al. 2000, Ward et
al. 2001a,b) and mortality of 10 to 15% was estimated in Western Australia for 1995 (Fletcher et al. 1997). Juvenile pilchards were vulnerable to the diseases (at least in 1998) but only locally showed mass mortality (Ward et al. 2001b).

Mortality inflicted by disease interacts with other forms of mortality, such as fishing (Dobson & May 1987). In some cases fishing could reduce epidemic mortality if the population was reduced towards the threshold for epidemic transmission (Dobson & May 1987). This does not appear to be the case for pilchards because a very high proportion of the population was infected (Table 2) and very low transmission thresholds observed (Murray et al. 2001b). Survivorship is controlled more by recovery post-infection than by epidemic thresholds.

The high efficiency of disease transmission means that control of the epidemic, once established, is almost impossible; the epidemic rages until virtually no susceptible individuals are left to support it. The very weak sensitivity to population density means that policies based on population reduction (such as ‘firebreaks’) are unlikely to succeed. Due to the latent period, infection occurs several days before death. Given the observed front velocities, this means that controls would have to be implemented several hundred km beyond the apparent front. We can also say that control of vectors, such as birds, is unlikely to have any significant impact on the epidemic. These are significant, if negative, results of the modelling.

In 1995 mortality of 10 to 15% of the pilchard population was estimated to have occurred in Western Australia (Fletcher et al. 1997), whereas in 1998/99 mortality was 70% in that state (Gaughan et al. 2000). Perhaps a long-term defence is to introduce a strain of the virus that inflicts low levels of mortality ahead of a virulent epidemic. This immunisation approach has formidable practical difficulties and would require detailed safety assessment before any application, but theoretically it allows for a very large reduction in mortality.

Juvenile pilchards did not generally suffer from mass mortality, although at least in 1998 juvenile pilchards locally died from the disease, indicating they are not inherently resistant. This restricted mortality may be due to the weak mixing of juvenile pilchard stocks, which live in isolated populations in individual bays (Neira et al. 1999).

So far, the pilchard population has recovered rapidly from the mortality events (Ward et al. 2001b), probably because of the low mortality of juvenile stocks (Murray & Gaughan 2003). Pilchard growth is food-limited (Gaughan et al. 2001) and so can increase at a lower population (competition) density. Japanese pilchards have recovered from much larger perturbations brought about by recruitment failure (Heath et al. 1998).

In the longer term, pilchard mortality could lead to replacement by other species. A large increase in the egg and larval biomass of the anchovy Engraulis australis occurred following the epidemics (Ward et al. 2001a), and such changes could lead to the long-term replacement of pilchards by anchovies as has been observed off California (Baumgartner et al. 1992).

Secondary effects on consumers have been relatively limited, notably increased mortality and reduced recruitment of little penguins (Dann et al. 2000). Gannets, whose diet was dominated by adult pilchards, switched their diet to anchovy, and while recruitment was reduced, adult starvation was avoided (Bunce & Norman 2000). Other effects on consumers are documented by Gaut (2001).

CONCLUSIONS

We present a model which describes the local and large-scale spread of an epidemic of herpesvirus that caused widespread mass mortality of pilchards in Australian waters. The model uses fixed length periods to describe the latent and infectious stages of infection. This produces an epidemic that evolves from episodic mortality over a period of weeks, to a single short-lived mortality peak as the epidemic spreads away from its point of origin. This pattern accords with the observed epidemiology and pathology of the infection.

The epidemic wave’s velocity is strongly constrained by the observations of mortality. It depends upon the diffusion coefficient, transmission rate and the length of the latent period. The effect of variation in population density is probably very small. Vectors such as birds or ships do not appear to play a major role in the spread of the epidemic.

The model has been used to analyse variation between the epidemics and between the east- and west-bound waves of each of the epidemics. In both epidemics the east-bound wave is twice the velocity of the west-bound wave. This argues for a diffusion coefficient 4 times greater in the east; therefore eastern pilchards are probably more mobile. The model also indicates changes in diffusion coefficient, which may explain differences in velocity of the 2 epidemics. The epidemics took place at different times of year, and in 1995, under El Niño conditions, this may have led to differences in fish behaviour. The disease also changed, with fewer lesions and higher mortality estimates for 1998/99 than for 1995. The model could be strongly constrained if more data were available on the latent periods during the 2 epidemics.

The model predicts levels of infection that are much higher than the estimated levels of mortality. This difference indicates that some infected pilchards do
survive. Juvenile populations have largely avoided mortality and play a major role in population recovery, so the conservation of juvenile fish and their environment will help to speed the recovery of pilchards, should the epidemic return.
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